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s to a paradox. Almost 
grammar seems to be as 

is no particular problem about 
nd in a direct fashion with an 

erating trees of the 
erminal symbok or 

~ition~l semantics, then for each 
e sentence, as n as it is syntacti- 

interpretation of that phrase can be 
is compkte, it may also be evaluated 
n or a noun phrase, then its extension 
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resolves attachment am- 
to control adequately for 

t factor. However, in tile face of evidence 
I nature of interpretation in sentence 
5,1987; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980; 
1985; Tyler & Marslen-Wilson, 1977), 

uman sentence processors do 

tions are actually used in the resolution of attachment 
paper is to consider just this question, 
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NP PP 

ed by Frazier (1978) and 
is supposedly preferred 

, because it has fewer 

to the case where a category such as a VP 
than one VP in the sentence structure, as in 

d it tickled her yesterday, where the unambigu 
could modify the saying or the tickling, thus: 

NP VP NP VP 

V NP AD” 

complexity, but there is general agreement 
he m~ifi~tio~ of the tickling - that is, for 
to the right cd the structure as possible, an 

es of “right association** (Kimball, 

‘~rn~M (1975)1 p 
general form. 

a forerunner of r’s minimal attdmwnt principle, though in a slightly less 
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rted in C&S) will help to make the 

“that” between an 
as in (a), or as a 

that it would be neutral 

mm-restrictive is excluded by: (a) the absence 
ho(m), cannot introduce non-rextrictivex. 
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t told the wife that 
The cmcial differs aeon the tw 
to be involved. In the main text, 
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low, he was able to show 
ntactic attachment am- 

-based decisions of local syn- 
of referenti~ success.” Altmann 

le of referential failure,” which defines 
it is discovered that the crucial &finite 
is criterion here as follows: First, let us 

supported if there is 
of the discourse, and 

e ww &ving trouble w&k” is so if there are 
of whom is distinguished by that 
that an incremental semantics of 

vide an interpretation for incom- 

defined simply as follows: 

, in which the context establislnes 



ring the folding tent: 

but not abut the oaher. 

ure of the string “rhe 

constraint.” which only applies at the point where the NP is complete. 



as established. But 
ot, then the hearer 

e reference, by intro- 
or her discourse model. Impor- 

enotes a novel entity, but carries 
not yet satisfied, then they must 

sentences are pre- 

e to assume t 

which carries fewer unsupported presuppositions will be 
er one that carries more. 

clear at this point that, under the present theory, there is 
context which is referentially neutral with respect to 
ties of no~-p~~ that are typically considered in 
riments. If the NP is definite, then a context includ- 

e to construct a context w 

‘See C&S for discussion of related effects in indefhites. 
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sentence refers to tbe buyer introheed in the second sentence of the text. or to one of the set of buyers 
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rid” versions, which 
are offered to seman- 

on hypothesis, semantics and context can 
n to syntactic processing, actively restrict- 

it operates, by affecting, for example, the 
ar are to be tried, or even by entirely ruling 

r cxmmm the direction of 
the NkS Of the @WiUtl63t. 

“in&wtive” vetsup “selective” interac- 
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atever fineness of 
fixed in specifying 

the proposal of alternative 
cation by the comprehension 
of the principle of parsimony 



“11 is un~~~ve~ial that, at least at the icv;i of ieaica: access, :hc hum,,, ,P e.. n” *_ .t qce processor is ~pab~e 
of pursuing multiple rlnaiyses in parallel, and that they are selected according to the weak interaction. The 
essential finding is ahat multiple lexical ~y~the~ are entertaine or to ~isambigoatio~ by context (Swin- 

onal acoustic-phonetic input (~a~~en-wil~n , & Z~t~rl~, unpublished manu- 
1985). It seems reswnable to suppose that co rves in these cases to et the most 

. That is. it selects on the basis of a comparison amongst the alternatives (c Allen-Wil- 
son’s, 1987, principle of the contingency of ~r~ptoa~ choice). 
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n~~~e~ces whit follow from the a 
e a~tematives, are discussed. 

ctive ~rc~itect~~e~ based on the minimal attachment strategy 

e that if human sentence processing 
is the one which 

e done so at some 
gree of elusion in the literature as 

ther it is possible to permit 
arity criterion. We claim 
herent and modular, but 

dictions concerning the locus and 
dictions diverge from those of the 
to distinguish the two experimen- 

be so, for otherw 
r sentences such as 

987), and Ferreira and 
its may eventually pre- 
parser could never find 

e girl with red hair. 

r to be uncertainties and differences of opinion 
ns (see below), all of them agree on where in the 

se~ten~ the initial minimally attached analysis can be evaluated, and when 
he production of an alternative analysis. All agree that this 
when the initial minimal1 attached analysis is complete, or 
is syntactically blocked. Y * It follows that, in present terms, 

are entirely non-interactive. 
rocessors of this kind make two very strong predictions 
t of context on processing load. These predictions distin- 

e interactive processors defined above. The first prediction 
ractive model is to do with the potential effect of context upon 

ena, by which we emphasise again that we mean what 
Ily meant, namely the phenomenon of being unable to 

arrive at ~l,ny grammatical analysis for a perfectly grammatical and otherwise 

‘2See for example, the discussion in Ferreiw and Clifton iiFGcr. pp. 355-6). w!t9 drim that “nonsyntactic 
information ia, not used during the initial syntactic analysis of a sentence.‘* and that “it is at the stage o< 
reanalysis. no11 initial analysis, that nonsyntactic information sources are consulted.” 
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ween context 
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access to any specific 
actly the same purely 

does it only succeed in those 

), and Frazier (1987) in 
reanalysis than the blind 
a “thematic processor” 

aring the plausibility 

the contexts are varied. Ferreira 

or at the point, usually at the end of a 
is can be evaluated against the context - 

cases where syntactic reanaly$s is not required 
no increase in processing load at the point of syntactic disam- 

essing load due to semantic or pragmatic anomaly will 
usually at the point of syntactic closure. The interactive 

if the context fails to sr~pport the presuppositions of the 



ences. 

one 
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selves what could be done about 
eement was reached. 

ached analysis of the 
included exactly one 

trol the referenti ies of the context also 
was discussed earlier, 
also applies to Exper- 

atter, using an eye-movement 

priest could hardly be described as 

priest could hardly be described as 

) used two sets of target sentences in their study: 

agreed the story was big. 

13We note that most of the materials given in Appendix 1 to Ferreira and Clifton (1984) still allow some 
faidy ~la~ible inte~~tation up until the disambi t&on point. For example. in the above example. the string 
‘*r/w mad hmughr” could continue as in “the meal brought buck memories of Mimzsota. * 
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noted that in their eye-mov ct o~at~c~m~nt on the reduced-re- 
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ating regions could 

syntactic reanalysis. 

a cart and another pile on the floor”). Altmann 
irue differences due to iuferencing disappear, at 
nt sentences such as those used by Grain (1980), 

IS used in context and t. However, there is 

” context, infercncing very 
“neutral” context used by 

context for the itaJi&ed expression 

was to make sure that boxes of merchandise were ready to be 
id be bad a little more work to do. He 

wanted Sam to free up a cart for some guys in er department. Sam loaded the bow on the cart out0 
the van. 
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refe~ntia~ suppart, and more ~ea~r~ly of imony, pred’ct that it will be actually impossibrc to construct 
a “neutral” context which biases to neither the simple nor complex NP 2 nalyses. ~e~ndifl~ on the cardinality 
of the relevant Bet, a context either selects one or the other. Once again, it is for this rcason that the 
experimenter must cross contexts with targets, rather than attempt to construct neutral contexts. 
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Ily used by either C&S 

s on which Ferreira and 

maticality judgement task in order to 
pathed to a particular sentence 

ssible contexts. The wards of the sentence were 
in RSVP fsrhion, and subjects were 
soon as they thought the sentence was 

her of materials in his study, too 
utions of target construction and 

rved effects, and too few to determine the statistical 
to different subjects and different materials (Ciark, 

rtant that we are able to factor out the respective contributions 
we are to distinguish the present parallel interactive 

which minimal attachment 
the contextual anomaly (in 

analysis before the syntactically 
ed (at a cost in processing that 

would show up on some appropriate measure). Within such 
one might expect an effect of target construction to reflect the 

dent) choice of analysis, and an effect of 
eventual choice of analysis (although we 
retinal problems associated with such a 

giobal reading times (Exper- 
t 2) as the appropriate mea- 

unter a possible objection to 

__-__-_ 
riment 1 is from Altmann (19%). and aspects of this experiment arc reported in reduced form in 

Altmann (1985, 1987). 

‘sAlthough eye-movement data have Seen argued to provide a finer-grain analysis of where reading time 
differences are located, we feel that reading times alone are only marginally less informative. It is often unclear 
what differences in eye movements reflect. They could reflect purely syntactic p recesses, such as the occurrence 
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(i.e.. at the iofl). syntactic reanalysis, and so on. 
the lexical item into an internal 

nter & Just. 1983: Ehrli 
ve effects such as whether ~fe~at~al failure is marked by 

on the following tlms, both of these, or none of these, we lieve 
vantages of eye-move ata m studies such as these to bc minimal. 



ally 
licit 

~unte 
xts. 

whew ts are presented in referentially 

For each target pair, a 
one candidate referent 

to support VP attachment 
two candidates were introduced (to 

to such contexts as “VP-supporting” 

d targets used in the exper- 

ing some dynamite. 

ere was a safe with a new lock and a safe with 

a bank carrying some dynamite. 

e saw that there was a safe with a new lock and a strongbox 

steals such as the fo~lo~ng were constructed: 

and made off with 

r blew open the safe with the dynamite and made off with 

at the only change is 
didate referent and 

. . . and a safe wish . D *” (two candidate 
rung). Thus any differences in reading time 

this one modification, the 
set of safes introduced into 

ve, a further version of each 
s constructed by replacing the first sentence of each context by the 



n 

erirnent I - 

4.6% of the data 
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results are summarised 

(1,231) = 10.77, p = 

-attached was significantly greater than all other 

d (2) VP-supporti@NP-attached 
one another @ > .l). 
significantly greater than (1) NP- 

u&on of Experiment I 

imally attached VP materials evoked longer response times 
nimally NP-attached counterparts. If minimal attachment 

experiment 1: Reading times per sentence (in centiseconds) 
___._ ____~ 

Context (No. of referents) 

1 2 

Tarfpt I Instrument 2 Instrument 1 Instrument 2 Instrument 

~-attachment 275.2 275.5 310.9 313.4 

NP-attachment 272.7 276.13 262.0 265.0 
..-.-__.-~~ ~~~~~..-- -------- -. --.---- 
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T%QgS 1 2 
-_.,_ __~_ - 

275.3 312.1 

~~-att~~~~~~t 274.8 263.5 
__--. .~____. 
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nature of the global reading 
riment 1 until the General 

ntence pairs from Experiment 1 (omitting 
witb one minor modification: In Experi- 

itional phrases which modified NPs 
with a new lock and a safe with 

The processing of the preposi- 
attached target could have been 

cattons had already been encountered 
not have been the case for the phrase “with 
d target - there were no such modifications 
ment, the two prepositional phrases in the 

ned to blow open a safe. 
side he saw that there was a safe, which had a ne-w lock and a 
rch had an old lock. 

carrying some dynamite. 

re was a safe which had a new lock and a 
stro~g~x which has an old lock. 
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1,28) := 8.5, p = .0069; 
main effect of phrasal 

.57, p < .OOOl, Min 

were si~~~~ficant 
ions involving phrase 

on th subjects and items analvses. 
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Context (No. of referents) 

1 2 
__- __---- - 

66.9 71.5 
63.9 61.4 

for puree 4 (the prepositional phrase) 
AS of referent&l context: NP-supporting 

I 
VP4u 
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ent that the present results are incompatible with the minimal 
ent strategy rests on the observation that the NP-attached sentences 

s. However, it might 
contexts for NP- and 

dify the action denoted by the 
would not provide redundant 

trument (leading to 
or whether there were two, made 
ading times. This does not preclude 
residual infelicity in the materials, 

cation could be made more felicitous 

ation for the difference between the two targets 
ated to assess the 
tached targets, the 

e ctrcumscn 

s assessed relative to the subject’s general 
the NP-attached targets, however, it is the 
must be accessed and searched. Given the 

rmer, and the circumscribed nature of the latter, 
ct the discourse model to contain less information, 

knowledge base containing world kno-viledge. 
pect the decision process to be relatively faster 

~scourse model than for open-ended world knowledge. 
e following observation. It is a corollary 

tween the alternative analyses should 
to the restrictive NP attachment did 

nowledge. Just such a case occurs with 

conditions is presumably due to the continuing influence of the fact that 
under the only possible grammatical analysis, the VP-attached target fails to 
refer at all, whereas the NP-attached target does refer, albeit redundantly. 
Evidence for this point of view is provided by the fact that the increased 



non-i 
is to 

if any, of such effects, and the apparently rather remote pcwbility that the results we report 
are entirely due to these effects. 
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ars to be to abandon serial 

es can commumcate, 
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was a sa 
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clutching a cloth. He’d been asked 
at there was a window which 

atively clean. The window 
while singing / to himself. 

iron crowbar. He 
a shop which had a 
burglar alarm. The 

roken window) i but 

to eat using a fork. It was supposed to eat a 
ad a bruise on it and an apple that was 
na / with the fork (bruise) / much to 

air of scissors. She had to cut 

a heavy axe. He had 
e got to the scene o 
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credit card in his hand. 
had a faulty lock and a 

e was warned that 

dentally break / the 

as preparing to make 
him to bake a cake 

e chef / started to make 

He needed to cut 

a set of binoculars. He’d been 

e detective / watched I 
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